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ROBERT SMITH
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Website: www.qwikresume.com
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linkedin.com/qwikresume
Address: 1737 Marshville Road,

Alabama.

Objective

Returns Clerk with more than 6 years experience in coordinating the various activities to include 
daily tasks; greeting and directing visitors, residents, physicians, staff members. Assisting with 
new admissions and discharges/transfers while ensuring that information in the patients charts is 
accurate and current while assisting nursing staff with various nonclinical and clinical duties.

Skills

Order processing, Microsoft office, loans, collections, marketing.

Work Experience

Returns Clerk
ABC Corporation  1997 – 2003 
 Received returned products then verified to make a certain product was complete before 

issuing customer credit.
 Contacted customer, if parts were missing from the product.
 Shipped unauthorized returns back to the customer.
 Worked closely with customer service to find resolutions for problem orders.
 Maintained accurate records pertaining to primary, defective locations and products.
 Assigned locations for product refused by vendors Updated spreadsheets and sent reports to 

appropriate parties.
 Applied credit to customer accounts via computer systems.

Returns Clerk
Delta Corporation  1995 – 1996 
 Customer service, credit customer accounts, restock, inventory, assess product returns for 

liquidation, load and unload trucks, data entry, print.
 Helped customers return merchandise back to the store.
 Invoicing Interact with customers via email to ensure material returned was in warranty and 

covered.
 Responsible for the processing of customer returns, shipping orders and vendor returns 

Completed daily unloading of shipments and processed bill.
 Inspect all items thoroughly for any issues or misuse Examine all paperwork for proper 

information Maintain inventory by collecting stock items.
 Provided continual customer service to all customer and staff Operated Cash Register, 

Handheld computer, store system computer 2 Assisted Inventory.
 I gave the money back to the customers if the customers wanted to return back their items or

exchanged the item to what they want to order.

Education

Associate In Fine Arts In Fine Art - 2006(Western Piedmont Community College - Morganton, NC)
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